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                                    Nintex Introduces AI-Powered Automation Capabilities to Improve Organizational Efficiency
New AI-powered build and translation tools uplevel your productivity, efficiency, and performance.


Read More Here
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leighburkeNintex Employee
 News

Nintex Workflow for Office 365 - Live Action Deprecation
On March 30, 2024, Microsoft deprecated the MS Online services we use for certain actions. This unfortunately means the following actions are no longer supported and will be removed entirely at a later date, estimated to be six months from now, when the relevant endpoints are retired. You can find more information in the provided link.Office 365 Retrieve License Plan	Office 365 Create User	Office 365 Reset Password	Office 365 Add User to Security Group	Office 365 Remove User from Security GroupTo ensure your workflows using these actions continue functioning as intended, we recommend migrating them to Nintex Automation Cloud if possible. Please let us know if there are any questions.
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TannicNovice
 Nintex for SharePoint

How can I retrieve the 'Comments' entered by the Admin when delegating the task


Hello,I am currently trying out 'Nintex Forms for SharePoint 2019'. I have designed a workflow where if it requires approval from user A, during the 'pending task' period, the Admin user can modify the approver. This can be achieved using 'Delegate task', but how can I retrieve the 'Comments' entered by the Admin when delegating the task, or does Nintex provide additional APIs to perform the 'Delegate task' action?
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ProuserRookie
 Process Manager

What is the difference between using "image" or "web link" in defining processes?


Hi there, I am under way documenting processes at my organisation and I have come upon a choice: do I upload screenshots as images and give a common title, or do I use web links and caption the web link in a specific process?It seems to me that one is tidy but inflexible (image) while the other is unnecessary work and not coordinated (web link)?I am wondering if there is a rule of thumb or other expectation (like that searching processes for specific images is easier) that helps decide which to use?Thanks. 
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cwellsNovice
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Nintex Automation Cloud - Applying Page Break for Printing Form Using Custom CSS


I have a ~20 page document that has variable content that I’m pulling from SQL server to populate data points throughout the document. I would like to use NAC to allow the user to select a location and then have it auto-populate all the dynamic content (this is all doable). The problem I’m running into is trying to set the document for printing. By default, even if you add pages to an NAC form, it just puts page breaks wherever they are needed rather than allowing me to define where I want those page breaks. I tried creating custom CSS using “page-break-after: always;” but calling the style does not accomplish the goal. I also tried putting the style directly into the HTML but it strips it out whenever I click off the HTML form and it goes back to the WYSIWIG so it does not stay.  I checked out the CSS Guidelines and I don’t see a way to do what I’m trying to do. Also, all the other posts out there don’t apply to NAC so I won’t bother posting them here as resources.  Thanks in advance 
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barryc
 Nintex for Office 365

Count of Number of Attachments? Does the JavaScript solution still work?
I need to be able to count the number of attachments in an attachment control. There are a few posts in the forum which refer to a JavaScript solution e.g. https://community.nintex.com/t5/Nintex-for-Office-365/Hi-I-am-trying-to-create-a-form-where-the-minimum-attachment-is/td-p/30888Myself and a colleague have both tried this and cannot get it to work (Classic forms)...I always get a value of zero from the function regardless of the number of attachments.These posts are all over a year old, I am wondering if something changed? Does anyone have a working solution to count the number of attachments in an attachment control on the form?I need to be able to do this on the form, even before the first save...so any workflow based solution or settings on the attachment control based on item properties won't work.
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fbartoszRookie
 Nintex Automation

Rename the uploaded file from the starting form to one of the variables and save it to SharePoint


Hi all, can you please help me sort out my issue, I have been looking everywhere and I can't find a solution.At the start event form, I set the file upload, this file will always have a different name (depending on the user) I wonder if there is a way to rename it to one of the variables and save it on the SharePoint folder.
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tiwookieRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

How to auto-populate / prefill a Nintex Workflow Cloud forms people picker?


Hey!I’m currently trying to auto-poplulate a people picker in a nintex workflow cloud form. I have a first form where you can enter contacts inside a people picker and would like to use them, also in a people picker, in a later sent task in the workflow.But I can’t figure out how to pre-populate the people picker field with the people from the former people picker form. I tried to use the emails from the collection and enter them as the default value, but that didn’t work.Does anyone already tried this and found a solution?Any advice?Kind regards!Tim
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Nintex_WasimNintex Employee
 Content Corner

Nintex University Updates - Process Manager
 🎓📢Nintex University Updates📢🎓Calling on all Process Manager Promasters. The Customer Enablement team is happy to announce the release and retirement of the following Nintex University courses:New content:Process Manager	Courses		Process Variation Management Configuration			Process Group Management				Learning Path		Process Manager Essentials for Promasters			Retired content:Process Manager	Process Variant Management for Promasters		Replaced by			Process Variation Management Configuration							Process Group Management - Process Champions		Replaced by			Process Group Management						 Have you spotted a gap or have a cool idea? Your feedback matters to us, and we’d love to hear it. Click here to leave feedback, as your input helps us continuously improve Nintex University, Nintex Community, and the Nintex How-To Center. 😁
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CherylHRookie
 RPA

Insert Username into Active Field


I am trying to create a wizard to log in to a site but when I try to set up the command ‘insert username into active field’ I get an error message.  Do you know what I could be doing wrong?For Step 1, the process of launching the website is working.  The cursor is positioned in the User ID field.For Step 2, I try to drop the insert username command and choose the specific user for the site, but I get an error message:The following commands are not supported at this position and will be removed:  Insert username into active field.
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wejdanRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Table Viewer plugin


Hello,why I’m getting an error while I use the Nintex plugin for the table mentioned in the link below.https://gallery.nintex.com/t/tablevieweralso how I can use the second step in section 2 Displaying table from Data source variable (DSV) :I already created a connection and upload the extension and made a data variable and it is appearing now in the workflow desginerHow I can print a table of collection from API
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TannicNovice
 Nintex for SharePoint

How can I retrieve the 'Comments' entered by the Admin when delegating the task


Hello,I am currently trying out 'Nintex Forms for SharePoint 2019'. I have designed a workflow where if it requires approval from user A, during the 'pending task' period, the Admin user can modify the approver. This can be achieved using 'Delegate task', but how can I retrieve the 'Comments' entered by the Admin when delegating the task, or does Nintex provide additional APIs to perform the 'Delegate task' action?
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 Nintex Automation Cloud

Nintex Automation Cloud - Applying Page Break for Printing Form Using Custom CSS


I have a ~20 page document that has variable content that I’m pulling from SQL server to populate data points throughout the document. I would like to use NAC to allow the user to select a location and then have it auto-populate all the dynamic content (this is all doable). The problem I’m running into is trying to set the document for printing. By default, even if you add pages to an NAC form, it just puts page breaks wherever they are needed rather than allowing me to define where I want those page breaks. I tried creating custom CSS using “page-break-after: always;” but calling the style does not accomplish the goal. I also tried putting the style directly into the HTML but it strips it out whenever I click off the HTML form and it goes back to the WYSIWIG so it does not stay.  I checked out the CSS Guidelines and I don’t see a way to do what I’m trying to do. Also, all the other posts out there don’t apply to NAC so I won’t bother posting them here as resources.  Thanks in advance 
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 Nintex Automation

Rename the uploaded file from the starting form to one of the variables and save it to SharePoint


Hi all, can you please help me sort out my issue, I have been looking everywhere and I can't find a solution.At the start event form, I set the file upload, this file will always have a different name (depending on the user) I wonder if there is a way to rename it to one of the variables and save it on the SharePoint folder.
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wejdanRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Table Viewer plugin


Hello,why I’m getting an error while I use the Nintex plugin for the table mentioned in the link below.https://gallery.nintex.com/t/tablevieweralso how I can use the second step in section 2 Displaying table from Data source variable (DSV) :I already created a connection and upload the extension and made a data variable and it is appearing now in the workflow desginerHow I can print a table of collection from API
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afonsoRookie
 Nintex for SharePoint

Tasks get stuck (status not started / outcome pending)


good afternoon, many of our tasks get stuck, the person approves but the task is not started / pending instead of being completed / approved. however inside the task the outcome is approved. because of this happening the workflow does not advance to the next branch. and we don't know when this happens, because the task is not in error, we only know when this happens when we enter the task.does anyone know how to solve this problem? any tips? thank you all   
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SShaffer2Rookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Remove 1 Permission Group without removing all Permission Groups


I am using NAC on SharePoint O365 lists.  A SharePoint group called “Visitors” has permissions to all of my lists.  I need to remove the “Visitors” group from the item, but do not want to remove any other group or people permissions.  I see I can remove all permissions, but I only want to remove 1 group.   I can’t remove all permissions and then add some back in because this workflow is a component workflow and each list it runs on will have different groups.  Is there a way to remove permissions of 1 group without removing all permissions?Thanks!
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braddoRookie
 K2 blackpearl

K2 Server Migration


We are running K2 5.6i want to move our server installation to a newer OS and serveri also want to move the K2 database to newer OS and serveri also want to upgrade to 5.7what is the best practice for this?currently thinking build new server, install K2point SQL database to new servertest and make sure workingthen turn off old K2 instancerename new server to old K2 servername ( will there be problems with this?)restore K2 database to new serverrun reconfigure on new K2 server to reapply settingsanyone performed this task before, would love to hear experience
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tomk2Rookie
 K2 Cloud

Create barcode  from text


 hi,i need to convert a barcode text to its picture formats,for example: turn *RR229178376IL*into this:barcode generator 
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wejdanRookie
 Nintex Automation Cloud

Loop in API inside the initial form


Hello, How to make a loop to bring a collections of some data in API with table format inside the form
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Content CornerVisit Content Corner to get updates, ask questions, and give feedback about Nintex Community, Nintex How-To Center, and Nintex University content.
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	Nintex Ideas:
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Looking for assistance with implementation and execution?
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News and Guidelines
View the latest Community News and Product updates.

  
Forums
Ask questions, find solutions, share knowledge.

  
Modernization
Here to assist you modernize and upgrade your Nintex Processes.

  
How-To Center
View short-form how-to articles and videos.

  
Technical Articles
Review articles related to designing and deploying Nintex automation solutions.

  
Best Practices
See articles for Nintex automation solution best practices.






                                

            

                                            
                
                                    Need more help?
  
Nintex University
Learn how to manage, automate, and optimize any business process with Nintex.

  
Nintex Customer Central
Contact our support team and we'll be happy to help you get up and running!

  
Nintex Help Center
Find quick start guides, help documentation, and software development kits.

  
Cumulative Updates & Fix Packs
All Nintex Automation and K2 blackpearl Cumulative Updates and Fix Packs.
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Need help finding content?
We've got you covered if you're looking for help with Nintex Community. Just click on the buttons below, and you can view the site map or contact one of our friendly Nintex Community Managers. We're here to make things easy for you!


View the Site MapContact us
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